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Character Animation & Illustration
Scott@ScrewlooseStudios.com

CHARACTER ANIMATION from Scott Willetts is
always guaranteed to be bold, vibrant and full of life.
Highly skilled in many Adobe Creative Suite Programs,
I am proficient in frame by frame, 2D ‘rigged’ style and motion graphics animation.
I possess strong animation principles and am highly personable so I work well with others.
Other expertise includes illustration, character design and storyboarding.

EXPERIENCE
MDSL: October 2017 - Present
Working as Creative Lead for a global software company, my main focus is creating animated videos
to explain the various products provided by the company.
These are often comical and character driven and I am responsible for all creative elements starting
with storyboards, through production, editing and sound design.
Other responsibilities include creating promo videos for events and heading design work for
mechandise and other products such as banners and booths.
iGerit: October 2015 - March 2017
Worked as Chief Creative Officer for this self-help startup company conceptualising, animating,
editing (and in some cases writing) a suite of short explainer videos representing the philosophies of
the company presented in a fun, comic style. This offered me great experience at working in a high
speed, high pressure environment where turnaround was key.
Freelance Animation/Motion Graphics: Summer 2015
Worked for several corporate clients including Ford and Hertz on internal presentation films created
with After Effects motion graphics.
Involved interpreting and working to client briefs, being self-reliant but also working with clients in
feedback sessions in order to create the best product.
At-Issue - Yamination: Autumn 2014
Worked as 2D animator on this short film which was broadcast nationally from 2015 to 2017.
Produced for Sky Arts, I was required to work in ToonBoom, which meant giving myself a crash course
and became a testament to my abilities to learn and adapt quickly!

EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS

ACHIEVEMENTS!

BA(Hons) Animation
University for the Creative Arts: Farnham

ANIMATED for At-Issue,
a short film broadcast on Sky Arts
WORKED in an intern role for
“Pilser Urquell ‘Book of Legends,” a commercial
by Second Home Studios which went on to win
a British Animation Award

